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**Converter-Optimized Induction Motors: Feasibility Study**

This study demonstrated the feasibility of designing motors specifically for use with adjustable speed drives operated with static power converters. Such designs could realize torque efficiency improvements as high as 10%, with very little cost increase.

**BACKGROUND**

Electric induction motors are normally designed for a three-phase applied voltage, which varies sinusoidally over time. Adjustable speed drives (ASDs) incorporating static power converters require the addition of filters to make converter output as sinusoidal as possible and to allow use with standard motors. The addition of the filters increases converter cost and reduces its efficiency. However, without filters the losses in the motor increase, often requiring the use of larger motor frames. A motor design that could accept natural converter output (essentially a rectangular wave) and accommodate voltages other than three-phase could increase converter efficiency and improve drive performance.

**OBJECTIVE**

To investigate the feasibility of designing special purpose induction motors dedicated for use with static power converters.

**APPROACH**

The investigators conducted a theoretical harmonic analysis of induction motors with nonsinusoidal current and flux distributions in space and time. This analysis was sufficiently general to accommodate any winding configuration and any number of phases. It focused on motors with concentrated windings that can better accommodate the rectangular waveforms of static converters. The investigators derived equations that determine steady-state and transient performance of these motors and performed a digital computer simulation to analyze performance.

**RESULTS**

The study indicated that a specially wound, five-phase motor with a concentrated stator winding, operating with a static power converter, would show a 10% increase in torque efficiency compared with a conventional three-phase motor. (Torque efficiency is defined as output torque per root-mean-square ampere of armature current.) This improvement in calculated performance assumed identical frame sizes and peak flux density for both motors. These ASDs should show reduced converter and rotor harmonic...
losses and lower pulsating torque, require less-expensive solid-state switches, and result in higher reliability than conventional ASDs.

**EPRI PERSPECTIVE**
Results of this study point the way to improved ASD performance and higher efficiency at lower cost. Potential for improvement increases with drive rating—an advantage to the utility industry, which uses many very large drives. Additional research is needed to verify this project's theoretical findings and to further refine systems and components.
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